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1. Scope and purpose of the policy

The Royal Academy of Music’s Museum and Collections holds collections of outstanding musical 
significance. It aims to use these collections to support the overall mission of the Royal Academy of 
Music, which is to preserve and enrich international musical culture through the training and 
education of the most talented musicians to the highest standards. The Royal Academy of Music’s 
Museum and Collections contribute to music’s capacity to inspire, unite, console and stimulate 
through events, performance, displays and research using its eminent collections of instruments, art, 
photography, manuscripts and scores.  

The Strategic Aims of the Museum and Collections department are: 

 To develop vibrant displays throughout the Academy and its galleries and increase
engagement with the collections – through lively interpretation, outreach and
programming

 To support the culture of musical research and practice in the Academy and beyond –
demonstrated through displays and events

 To increase access to the collections and information about them for users within the
Academy and for the wider public – using digital means as well as traditional methods

 To enable active use of the collections today – whilst responsibly preserving them for
tomorrow

The aim of this policy is to ensure collections information is strategically developed and managed in 
a manner appropriate to the nature and scale of the Academy’s collections and its associated 
activities and services, to students, staff and the public. 

The Academy is committed to enhancing its collections knowledge base, storing this information and 
making it as widely available as possible. This policy outlines the standards to be used in the 
cataloguing of collections, and records the ethical codes within which the collections are managed.  

The Collections Information Policy is part of the wider collections management framework, enabling 
the setting and review of objectives, which are documented, implemented and maintained; 
communicated to all interested parties inside and outside the Academy and available to the public. 
This Collections Information Policy complements and expands upon aspects of the Collections 
Development Policy, the Collections Management Policy, the Collections Learning and Access Policy, 
and the Collections Care and Conservation Policy. It also works in tandem with the Museum and 
Collections Strategic Forward Plan 2014-2018 (and updates).   

The Royal Academy of Music was founded in 1822 with its Royal Charter was granted in 1830. The 
Academy’s objectives, powers and framework of governance are set out in the Charter and its 
supporting Statutes. Under the terms of the Charter, its direction is the responsibility of the 
Governing Body, which makes rules, orders and regulations as are deemed useful and necessary for 
the regulation and management of the institution. Supplemental charters were granted in 1910, 
1928, 1930 and 1998. Since 1999 the Academy has been a full-member college of the federal 
University of London. The Academy is a charity registered with the Charity Commission and a 
company registered with Companies House. The Governing Body has due regard to the Charity 
Commission’s public benefit guidance in considering the Academy’s objectives and activities. The 
Academy makes a significant contribution via its teaching, research, and other activities, to the 
public benefit in terms of the advancement of education and the advancement of the arts, culture 
and heritage.  

The Academy is committed to following best practice in the information .management of its 
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collections as laid out by the appropriate standards and bodies guiding the museums and heritage 
sector.  

2. Standards employed for cataloguing

The Royal Academy of Music’s Museum and Collections uses the Spectrum 4.0 and Appendix 1 
standard administered by the Collections Trust for the representation and communication of all 
collections information in machine readable form.  

3. Electronic cataloguing and information provision

KE EMU is the collections management software programme used by the Royal Academy of Music’s 
Museum and Collections. The Academy is committed to maintaining and enhancing this, or other 
similar, system. Collections information will be freely accessibly via the online catalogue, except 
where access would breach licensing, copyright and other intellectual property rights, the security 
and privacy of individuals, or sensitive financial information.  

The server is hosted internally by the Academy and maintained by the in-house IT team. The server 
is backed up frequently. The backups are stored locally as well as on magnetic tapes which are 
stored in a secure off-site location. The KE server and raw unprocessed images are hosted within a 
multi host VMware cluster where storage is provided by a cluster of SAN nodes (servers configured 
to allow for some failure without risk of downtime or data loss). All archived images are additionally 
backed up to archival standard gold DVDs. 

The Academy is committed to the complete documentation of its museum collections; the 
Collections Documentation Plan, the Collections Management Plan, and the Strategic Forward Plan 
2014-2018 all work together to outline how this is to be achieved.  

4. Paper records and information provision

Paper records are maintained through an appropriately hierarchical and searchable records 
management system, and securely located. Retention of paper records relating to collections follows 
the Academy’s overall records retention policy, as well as museum standards.  Paper-based 
collections information relating to legal and collections management aspects (such as acquisition) is 
permanently retained. 

5. Images

Musical instrument images are created in accordance with the digitisation standard put forth by 
MIMO, a European Community funded project involving ICOM, the Definition of Scanning Properties 
and Recommendations for Photographing Musical Instruments version 3 August 2011. All images 
have metadata embedded using selected aspects of the IPTC’s (The International Press 
Telecommunications Council) metadata standards.  

Collection items are either scanned or photographed, depending on their nature and condition. Each 
artefact has one or more un edited master TIFF or DNG image file, high-resolution edited TIFF file 
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and low-resolution JPEG file, which are uploaded into the collections management system, and 
hence to the museum’s online catalogue which can be accessed by students, staff and the public. 

Each image file is named using the artefact's accession or catalogue number which consists of 
numbers and characters. Symbols are never used apart from when a period within an accession 
number is replaced with a hyphen. A suffix is also added to the filename, in order to distinguish 
between master files, high-resolution TIFF files, and low-resolution JPEG files. 

We use the Adobe RGB (1998) colour space at all stages of digitisation work.  Each photographed 
artefact has at least one image containing a colour separation bar to aid colour accuracy. 

Monitor calibration is performed on a monthly basis as recommended by JISC (Joint Information 
Systems Committee). 

6. Ethical codes and standards

The Academy is guided by the current edition of the UK Museums Association Code of Ethics 2008 
and the ICOM Code of Ethics for Museums 2006. The Academy also follows the standards and 
philosophy of collections information and its management in PAS 197: Code of Practice for Cultural 
Collections Management.  

The Academy is committed to following the provisions and requirements of the Data Protection Act 
1998 and the Freedom of Information Act 2000. 

Date approved by Museum & Library Committee 20 January 2014 

Date approved by SMT (Senior Management Team) 14 February 2014 
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